Villa in Santiago de Compostela with Tennis Court and Pool in quiet private area Details
PID : 33824
Price : 4170 USD
Bedrooms : 6
Sleeps : 12
Baths : 6
Country : Spain
Region : Galicia
Town : Santiago de Compostela

Description
Get lost in the streets of Santiago de Compostela, enjoy your own swimming pool, enjoy your own
tennis court, cooking your own barbecue meat or drive to discover Galicia and its beaches.
Chalet in residential area well communicated with the centre of Santiago de Compostela. Private
swimming pool (12 x 6 m.). Private tennis court. Large surface area of 4.500 m2 around the villa.
Playground room with football table, darts and pool table. Music room with piano.
Outdoor area with porch, deck chairs, trees, tennis court, swimming pool and football area and use
of bicycles.
Wide lounge and rooms looking at the garden. Wide exterior porch in the area of swimming pool.
Area of own inside the property.
Double bedroom with ensuite bathroom with jacuzzi.
Three twin/double rooms with ensuite shower.
Two bedrooms double/twin.
Large and beautiful fully equipped kitchen and living room with large windows to the pool and
tennis court.
Perfect for a large family or two or three families (up to 12 person). Perfect for the rest and a quick
step from the highway to La Coruña, Vigo, Orense or Portugal, and with quickly and easy access
to the centre city of Santiago de Compostela.
Excelent road to nearest beaches (Ría de Noia and Muros).
Ideal villa to rest, to travel to Galicia, to do sports, and to enjoy sunny days or to play in the games
room or the music room while staying in a peaceful residential area of Santiago de Compostela.

Rental Conditions
Reservation fee is not refundable. You might reserve a later available period in case of
cancellation using the deposit.
Villa Xacobus has all the traditional comforts and is specially recommended for families. You will
not want to go out, but there are many things to do and to see. So, the highway is nearby and
reports directly with the principal cities of 'La Coruña' (30 m.) or Vigo (45 m.), Isla de La Toja or
Sangenjo (40 m.) or Portugal (upset an hour) or Finisterrae to see the end of the land.
But you will do it only if any day is not sunny.
In Villa Xacobus you can choose between a calm resting, to use the large swimming pool, to use
tennis court, to play in the games room or to discover your habilities with the barbecue.
Large green area and large villa for up 12 people and some cot.
Surrounded by green pastures and forest
Beaches are to 20 minutes
To 4 km there is an important village with supermarkets, restaurants, etc.
Easy acces to Santiago de Compostela.
Close Villa Xacobus (up 12 people) there is Villa Jacobus (up 7 people)
If you want to go to the beach, there are clean beaches to scarcely 30 km. or the city of summer
more importantly of Galicia 'Sansexo' to only 40 minutes.

You could visit the most important typical outdoors market in Galicia in 'Padrón' (15 min.) every
Sunday in the morning or other popular outdoor market in Portugal ('Valença') to 60 min. on
Wednesday ... Santiago de Compostela, A Coruña, Vigo, Bayona, Pontevedra, thermal baths in
Orense, ... you won’t have days enough in Galicia.
Get lost in the streets of Santiago. Get up on the roof of the Cathedral. Santiago de Compostela
preserves the remains of the Apostle Santiago in the Cathedral, end of the 'Camino de Santiago'
and point of arrival of thousands of pilgrims every year. Many pilgrims go from Santiago de
Compostela to Finisterrae to burn their cloths and shoes and to see the sun under the water in the
end of the land.
Placed in the centre of Galicia and perfectly communicated to know Galicia and the north of
Portugal. Summer season is perfect to combine gastronomy, local festivals and street life around
Cathedral.

Property owner
Name : Villa Xacobus
City : Santiago de Compostela
State, province, or region : Galicia
Country : Spain

Prices
Low season : 4170 USD
Normal : 4170 USD
High season : 4170 USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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